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THE BROWARD LAAIA

Reaching Our Goals  Together

The LAAIA annual Fly-In to Tallahassee takes place from Tuesday,

SPECIAL REPORT

Warmest and best holiday wishes for a wonderful season and a very 
happy new year, from your Broward LAAIA Board. This has been a 
fantastic year, filled with new opportunities and a growing membership. 
We look forward to a successful year of reaching our goals together.

 and to promote policies that foster a strong insurance 
marketplace while protecting the insured public and policyholders. You 
can get involved and contribute by visiting LAAIA.com.

We would like to congratulate our Miami-Dade Chapter, which held 
a ribbon cutting for the new LAAIA Creative Arts Studio at Holtz 
Children’s Hospital. In addition to providing toys to the children, they 
helped spread Holiday cheer with a visit from Santa. Congratulations 
to their Charity Committee and for the generous donations from our 
members.

New Member Benefits: 
Your Membership Benefit Committee 
has been hard at work.  This time 
we have joined forces with Fortegra 
Insurance to bring you a new Errors 
and Omissions and Cyber Liability 
program. In order to take advantage of 
the program you must be a member in 
good standing of the LAAIA/BLAAIA.  
If you are not currently a member 
and would like to take advantage 
of this program (and other great 
member benefits) send an e-mail to 
memberbenefits@laaia.com.

 
January 23 through Thursday, January 25, 2018. Our 
Legislative Committees along with several members have 
been meeting with our local legislators to educate them on 
the issues that are best for our industry and for Florida's 
consumers. We are anticipating a productive Fly-in and will
 continue to update you on the progress along the way.   

We would like to take this to remind you that our national chapter 
has established a Political Committee LAAIAPC, a voluntary,  
nonprofit committee that supports initiatives in Florida to fight 
insurance fraud, 



- SAVE THE DATE! -
On Wednesday, January 17, 2017, join your Broward LAAIA chapter at the Plantation Preserve Golf Course 
& Club (7050 West Broward Blvd, Plantation, FL) from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. for the Member Connection Dinner/
Meeting. We are welcoming back the Red Shoe lady, Margarita Gurri, who will speak about Reputation 
Management for Insurance Professionals. What’s your legacy? This program is a frank discussion of what gets in 
the way of a great reputation. Turn conflict, errors, and negative reviews into Ruby Red Reputations.

Fees:
First Member Registration - Complimentary

Additional LAAIA Member - $25.00
Non-Member - $35.00

Walk In - $45.00
Registration Deadline:

Join Dawn Ingham, CPCU, ARM - State Relations 
Executive for NCCI - with an “Update on Florida’s 

Worker’s Compensation Insurance System.” Network 
with the best professionals of South Florida and 

“Breakthrough To Excellence!”
When: Wednesday, January 10, 2018, 6:30 - 9:30 PM

Where: Casa Juancho Restaurant (2436 SW 8th Street, Miami)
Registration Deadline: Monday, January 8, 2018 

Meeting Sponsored By AmTrust North America

 shoes, pizza, soda and FUN!
Details: January 21,2018 | 10:15am - 12:45pm, Sparez Bowling (5325 South University Drive, Davie, FL 33328)

SAVE THE DATE! LAAIA Annual Convention 8/1/2018—8/4/2018
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 Monday, January 15, 2018

Register now for our annual STRIKE OUT HUNGER BOWL-A- THON. Register at www.blaaia.com
Join your Broward LAAIA chapter on Sunday, January 21, 2018 and help us Strike Out Hunger for LifeNet4Families, 
providing food and vital services to Broward County’s hungry and homeless population for over 30 years. Register 
for a team of 4 players is just $175 (individual registration is $50), which includes:
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AGENT PROVOCATEUR
4 Tips on How to Sell Insurance to Underinsured Millennials

BY JAYLEEN R. HEFT

Given the unprecedented nature of the technological and cultural forces sweeping across the marketplace, the 
next generation of insurance-buying will inevitably look different from the models used by baby boomers in the 
past.Millennials are looking for insurers who can understand and support the nontraditional ways they are living, 
buying and working. And since these habits and preferences are still evolving quickly over time, the only way that 
insurance agents and companies can keep up and speak in a language that millennials understand is to first reach 
out, listen and begin the conversation.

Fuel Cycle, a customer insights and market research platform that helps brands like AIG gather real-time customer 
insights, suggests a few steps that insurance agents and companies can take to motivate millennials:

1. Engage Millennials Sooner Rather Than Later. Insurance agents shouldn’t underestimate the importance of 
engaging millennials as early as possible, even if those efforts won’t provide significant returns in the near-term.

Renter’s insurance may be a relatively small revenue 
opportunity, for example, but it can also be a highly 
cost-effective way to recruit potential customers for 
higher-margin products down the line.

Although teenagers and twenty-somethings may be 
notoriously averse to parental advice, when it finally 
comes time to purchase a coverage plan, millennials 
are disproportionately buying from the same insurer 
as their parents, according to Fuel Cycle. This creates 
an opportunity for companies who have pre-existing 
relationships with family members, as long as they act 
sooner rather than later, tapping into those valuable 
connections before a competitor can enter the 
picture.

2. Prioritize Direct Channels. In order to win over millennials, insurance companies will inevitably have to 
invest in several nontraditional areas like customer intelligence, as the process of buying insurance shifts onto 
new screens, channels and platforms over the next decade.

This doesn’t necessarily mean that agents will be irrelevant; in fact, insurers should think about strategic ways to 
strengthen and repurpose their human capital, turning agents or field reps into higher-level consultants who can 
provide new kinds of value to the end-customer.

3. Invest in Customer Service.  As consumers enjoy greater speed and transparency when shopping for 
insurance, the industry will inevitably face greater competition and a downward pressure on prices. The best way 
that companies can both insulate and differentiate themselves is to provide value in other ways beyond price.

When it comes to buying insurance, industry surveys show that nearly three-quarters of millennials believe that 
both 24/7 service — such as live chat — and mobile apps are essential services that should be offered by any 
provider.



The vast majority of U.S. consumers — roughly nine in 10 — would voluntarily pay more to ensure a superior 
experience, including millennials, who aren’t always as stereotypically “thrifty” as popular press coverage often 
implies, according to Fuel Cycle.

The recent success of direct-to- consumer startups have revealed that millennials are willing to pay a premium for 
services that provide significant value through simplicity and convenience. Applying greater focus and resources 
to your consumer experience initiatives can lead to greater brand loyalty, and more profitable relationships over 
the longterm.

Recognize your customers as individuals with ever-evolving needs and preferences and find new ways to provide 
value in their lives accordingly.

4. Create New Products for Untraditional Lifestyles. Millennials are making different life choices than boomers, 
with nearly two-thirds renting many of the big-ticket items — such as houses or cars — that boomers have 
typically purchased and covered via owner’s insurance. This disconnect has created a gap in the market, where 
millennials are still awaiting products that actually cater to the ways they live and work.

For example, in the two short years since launching in 2015, insurance startup Jetty has quickly carved out a 
sizable niche as the first provider of renter’s insurance tailored towards city-dwelling millennials. Jetty’s plan 
addresses a host of unique risks and challenges unique to urban life, that are often overlooked by traditional plans.

With each passing year, the old model of one-size- fits-all coverage plans only seems to grow more untenable, and 
the future of insurance-buying — like so many consumer verticals — appears like it will splinter across a broader 
range of plans and features customized for different audiences and communities.

This article originally appeared on December 4, 2017 at PropertyCasualty360.com. Reprinted with sincere thanks.
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“Spread love, laughter, 
gratitude and the holiday 
spirit every day. You can 
make a difference one 
smile at a time.”

BARRY’S INSPIRATIONAL CORNER
By BARRY SANDERS



KNOWLEDGEABLE CITIZENS
Citizens Bids Farewell to Irma-Driven 2017 Hurricane Season

By MICHAEL PELTIER, Citizens Property Insurance

JACKSONVILLE -The 2017 hurricane season may have ended quietly, but not before causing more than $6 billion 
in damage as Hurricane Irma ripped through South Florida and the Florida Keys in September, the first major 
storm to ravage the state in more than 12 years.

As the season came to a close November 30, Citizens Property Insurance Corporation remains financially stable 
and had so far closed nearly two-thirds of the 62,000 Irma-related claims, including more than 42,400 claims in 
Miami-Dade, Broward and Monroe Counties.

Citizens continues to assist policyholders whose claims remain 
open or whose closed claims need to be adjusted further. Irma, 
which hit the Florida Keys on September 10, 2017, as a Category 
4 hurricane, is expected to produce up to 70,000 claims and $1.2 
billion in damages to Citizens policyholders.

“With $6.4 billion in surplus and substantial reinsurance coverage, Citizens remains fiscally sound after responding 
quickly and effectively to Hurricane Irma,” said Chris Gardner, chairman of tested Citizens’ Board of Governors. 
“But we still have much work to do. Our focus will remain on our policyholders until we have satisfactorily 
handled all outstanding claims.”

Industrywide as of December 4, 2017, the storm had produced 850,356 claims and nearly $6.3 billion in property 
damage, according to data from the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation. Statewide, 73.3 percent of all Irma 
claims had been closed.

Many Citizens policyholders have already had their homes inspected and 
may also have spoken to a Citizens desk adjuster about their claim. If 
covered damages exceed the hurricane deductible, policyholders also 
have received a payment from Citizens based on those initial estimates.

This check represents a partial payment for Irma-related damages based 
on our initial adjustment. As repairs begin, policyholders can rest assured 
Citizens will make additional payments – up to the policy limits – if further 
Irma-related damage is discovered or market conditions render the initial 
settlement inadequate to make reasonable repairs on covered losses.

Policyholders with claims are encouraged to contact Citizens at any time to report additional losses or damage 
discovered during the recovery process. Customers can also contact Citizens to discuss any initial claims payment, 
the basis of the payment, and whether any additional amounts may be paid.

“As recovery efforts continue following Hurricane Irma, Citizens wants our customers to know that we are here 
with you through the claims process,” said Jay Adams, Citizens Chief of Claims. “We understand the challenges of 
identifying all covered losses to your insured property caused by a major weather event such as Hurricane Irma. 
We are here to help.”

Policyholders suffering property damage should call Citizens first at 866.411.2742 to report a claim. 
Representatives are available 24/7. More information can be found on Citizens website.
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KNOWLEDGEABLE CITIZENS
Personal Lines Bulletin

2018 Rule Updates and Forms and Rates Delay

The Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) has approved updates to Citizens’ rules and underwriting 
manuals. These updates apply to new and renewal policies with effective dates on or after February 1, 2018. The 
rule updates are outlined below.
Note: Rates will not change until May 2018 (tentative) due to OIR’s Emergency Order 214271-17-EO, as 
announced in the Agent Updates bulletin dated September 25, 2017. Citizens will communicate the rate and 
form changes as soon as they are approved.
Rule Updates: The following rules in the underwriting guidelines manuals have been updated for Personal 
Residential Multiperil (PR-M) and Personal Residential Wind-Only (PR-W) policies:

Line of 
Business

Underwriting Guideline 
Rules

Description of Changes

PR-M and 
PR-W

Rule 102: Applications, 
Quotes, Policy Period & 
Declarations

As announced in the bulletin dated July 21, 2017, Citizens will mail only one 
Declarations page to the named insured and additional named insured when they 
share the same mailing address. If there are multiple additional named insureds at the 
same mailing address, each named insured will receive a Declarations page in separate 
mailings.

Rule 108: Hurricane or 
Tropical Storm Binding 
Suspension

Updated to clarify that, during a tropical storm or hurricane watch or warning, Citi-
zens can process transactions submitted prior to binding being suspended.

All references to Condominium Unit-Owners have been changed to Unit Owners in 
all manuals.

PR-M Rule 206-A: Additional 
Underwriting 
Requirements(Loss 
Frequency)

Updated to include frequency of nonweather water-related losses that could deem a 
risk ineligible:
       -Two or more nonweather water-related losses within 36 months
       -Three or more nonweather water-related losses within 60 months
Note: If there are nonweather water-related losses as described above, the risk may 
qualify for a Dwelling Property 1 – Basic Form (DP-1).

Rule 208: Uninsurable
Properties

Updated to remove rules for property over 50 years old.

PR-M
Mobile
home-
owners

Rule 202-B: Eligibility –
Underwriting

Updated to allow mobile homes not located in approved parks or qualified 
subdivisions to be written as a Mobile Homeowners 3 – Special
Form (CIT MHO-3) or Mobile Homeowners 4 Contents Broad Form (CIT MHO-4) 
policy if it meets all other underwriting requirements.
Owner-occupied risks not located in approved parks or qualified subdivisions may 
continue to be written on Mobilehome Dwelling Property 1 – Basic Form (CIT MDP-
1).
Note: Risks may be eligible for CIT MDP-1 (T) if Coverage C is less than $30,000 and 
meets all other underwriting requirements.

Rules 204 and 208: Risks
to be Submitted Unbound 
and Uninsurable Properties

The rules for property over 50 years old havebeen removed. The existing rule for 
property over 30 years old now applies.

Rule 208-C: Uninsurable
Properties

Revised the minimum electrical amperage rule to allow licensed home inspectors to 
approve the amperage and to specify that the inspection will be valid for 12 months 
for consistency with the other inspection requirements. 

PR-W Rule 202: Eligibility – 
Underwriting

Due to low demand, the Mobile Homeowners 4 – Contents Wind-Only Form 
(MHW-4) has been retired. To align with the retirement, references to MHW-4 have 
been removed.

Rule 124: Cancellations and 
Nonrenewal

Updated to include that premium finance company cancellation requests will be 
calculated on a pro rata basis if coverage did not exist during hurricane season

 
Website Changes: Updated underwriting manuals for each line of business are available on the Personal section of the 
Agents website. Appointed agents can submit questions to Citizens by logging in to the Agents website and choosing the 
Contact Us link on the top of the website. Citizens should respond within three business days.

https://www.citizensfla.com/-/20170926-hurricane-irma-emergency-order
https://www.citizensfla.com/-/20170721-policycenter-enhancements
https://www.citizensfla.com/web/public/home?p_p_id=58&p_p_lifecycle=0&_58_redirect=%2Fgroup%2Fagents%2Fpr-m
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AGENT OF CHANGE
Success: A Journey, Not A Destination

By BILL GOUGH, Allstate Hall of Fame Member

During our journey as small business owners, we encounter stop signs, road blocks, breakdowns—the list goes 
on.

At times like these, we need direction and motivation to help drive us to keep moving forward. It’s the self 
motivation in all of us that drives us to action until we master our own definition of success.

We have all heard the myth of the “self-made man or 
woman.” I call it a myth because we all know no one 
makes it on their own. It takes support or assistance 
from like- minded individuals to achieve our success or 
to accomplish our goals.

Like many of you, I grew up believing that we must rely 
on each other. I know that great business leaders like Zig 
Ziglar and Jim Rohn believed this and taught it most of 
their lives.

As we achieve our dreams and reach for our success, it stands to reason that we will have support from friends, 
family, and acquaintances. Keep in mind that each of our supporters will have different talents, skills, interests, and 
abilities to contribute to our mission while we accomplish the goals we have in mind.

Some of our supporters will have ideas and advice that may cause conflict. You often must choose whose input 
and support to accept: You can’t take everyone’s advice at the same time.
 
Making that choice of who we keep as mentors, advisors, and supporters should take a great deal of consideration 
and examination. When I contemplated this myself, there were countless combinations of personality types, skill 
sets, and areas of expertise I found that could be considered as valuable.

Our success is not achieved from one dimension—we accomplish our goals by working with and through others.

To get to the top, we must connect, interact, and depend on different types of people with varying personalities, 
skills, interests, and knowledge.

The key is recognizing that we will make it together, not alone. The journey to success is often a group exercise.
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However, the insurance company denied the 2010 
claim of damage based on similarities to the damages 
already reported in the 2005 claim. Maza made very 
few repairs to the home following the 2005 claim, the 
insurance company found.

Second Claim In 2015

The investigation showed that in 2015, Maza created a 
new policy with a different insurance provider, and she 
filed an insurance claim for wind and rain damage that 
allegedly occurred in July 2015. Maza submitted a proof 
of loss to her insurance company for approximately 
$43,500 in damages. Maza’s insurance company offered 
to repair the alleged damages, but Maza chose not to 
accept the option of repair. Maza’s claim was denied 
after refusal of repair.

In August 2015, Maza submitted another claim to the 
new insurance provider for alleged water damages for 
the same areas listed in Maza’s July 2015 claim. But, this 
time she filed her claim for an estimated $178,200 in 
damages.

Maza’s prior claims for damages were never disclosed 
to her new insurance provider, and the claims she 
made in 2015 were almost identical to the claims 
she made in 2005 and 2010, the investigation found, 
leading investigators to believe the 2015 claims were 
fictitious and filed in an attempt to fraudulently collect 
an additional insurance payout.

Maza was arrested Oct. 30, 2017, by DFS’ Bureau of 
Insurance Fraud detectives and was charged with filing 
a false and fraudulent insurance claim, application fraud 
and grand theft for endeavoring to steal $178,200 from 
her insurance company.

This case is being prosecuted by the Office of State 
Attorney Katherine Fernandez Rundle. If convicted, 
Maza could face up to 60 years in prison.

This article originally appeared on November 30, 2017 at 

PropertyCasualty360.com. Reprinted with sincere thanks.

On Nov. 28, Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Jimmy 
Patronis and the Florida Department of Financial 
Services (DFS) announced the recent arrest of Renee 
De La Maza for insurance fraud and grand theft 
following her attempt to file a damage claim against a 
new insurance policy. This claim was filed after already 
receiving a $60,000 insurance payout from her former 
insurance provider for the same damages.

“As Florida continues to recover from an active 
hurricane season, many homeowners across the state 
are navigating their way through the claims-filing process 
and making repairs to their property,” said CFO Jimmy 
Patronis in a statement. “Insurance fraud can drive up 
insurance rates for our consumers so our message 
is simple: If you plan to steal from your insurance 
company or engage in fraudulent activity, be prepared 
to face swift action from our state investigators.”

The insurance provider became suspicious of Maza’s 
claim filings and contacted investigators with DFS’ 
Bureau of Insurance Fraud.

First Claim In 2005

The investigators conducted an in-depth review and 
confirmed that Maza initially filed an insurance claim 
in 2005 with her previous insurance provider after 
her home received water damages from Hurricanes 
Katrina, Rita and Wilma. Shortly after the claim was 
filed, Maza received more than $60,000 to make the 
appropriate repairs to her home.

Five years later, the investigators found, Maza filed 
a supplemental claim for damages that were not 
previously included in her claim from 2005. 

INSURANCE MATTERS
Miami Homeowner Arrested for Filing $178K In Fraudulent Damage Claims

BY ROSALIE L. DONLON
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NEWSLINE
Most Vehicle Thefts by Holiday In 2016

By DENNY JACOB

While the holiday season approaches and the year winds down, it’s 
crucial to remember that thieves are particularly active during the 
holidays. According to the National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB), 
a total of 22,705 vehicles were reported stolen on the 11 holidays 
covered in their 2016 report. The data is pulled from the National 
Crime Information Center’s stolen vehicle file, which showed a total of 
803,719 vehicle thefts for the year. 

Many of the thefts occurred in large states. California was the number 
one state with the most holiday vehicle thefts in 2016 with 5,285. It 
was followed, in descending order, by Texas (2,121); Florida (1,397); 
Washington (889) and Georgia (763).

While many feel the spirit of giving during the holidays, car thieves are in the business of taking. Keep reading to 
see which holidays rank as the biggest threat to your car’s safety.

11. Christmas Day—Vehicle thefts: 1,664

10. Thanksgiving—Vehicle thefts: 1,777

9. Valentine’s Day—Vehicle thefts: 1,789

8. President’s Day—Vehicle thefts: 2,008

7. Christmas Eve—Vehicle thefts: 2,054

6. Independence Day—Vehicle thefts: 2,086

5. New Year’s Eve—Vehicle thefts: 2,110

4. Memorial Day—Vehicle thefts: 2,139

3. New Year’s Day—Vehicle thefts: 2,242

2. Labor Day—Vehicle thefts: 2,258

1. Halloween—Vehicle thefts: 2,578

A version of this article originally appeared on December 1, 2017 at PropertyCasualty360.com. reprinted with sincere thanks.



LEWIS ON 
LEADERSHIP

3 Leadership Styles
By ROBIN LEWIS

Although there are almost 
as many different “styles” of 
leadership as there are leaders, 
many leaders will find that their 
particular style falls into one of 
three categories: leaders who 
are internally focused, externally 
focused or strategically focused. 
Of these three, the strongest 
style is the strategic leader.

Leaders constantly face challenges, and while you 
may naturally incline toward one style, it’s important 
to realize that you aren’t limited by this. An effective 
leader learns to adapt his or her leadership style to 
better deal with unexpected circumstances. Resilient 
leaders maintain a positive attitude and develop their 
leadership skills over time. Which style most closely 
matches yours?

1. Internally Focused Leaders: Leaders who are 
internally focused run their teams based on their 
needs, or those of their team members. They tend to 
emphasize the priorities of their team, their colleagues 
and stakeholders, rather than those of their customers.

Internally focused leaders often find themselves caught 
up by everyday responsibilities. They never seem to find 
time to grow their business or take it to the next level. 
Rather, they are often tied up with emails, meetings 
and other workplace obligations. These leaders are 
often well liked by their team members because of a 
considerate and attentive leadership style.

Remember though, that while team management is an 
important part of running a business, it’s also important 
to step back from certain daily activities. Focus on 
formulating and executing viable strategies for your 
business. Delegate duties to a trusted subordinate, or 
train your team members to fulfill those responsibilities.

When team members are empowered to think for 

themselves, they begin to adapt and manage challenging 
situations on their own. The result is that you develop 
a more capable and independent team, giving you more 
time to focus on long-term goals.

2. Externally Focused Leaders: Externally focused leaders 
are driven by those outside forces that influence their 
business. They are often concerned about strategies 
brought by new competitors, as well as changes in the 
economy and customer satisfaction. These leaders tend 
to react more than they plan and execute projects. 
They tend to see new challenges as obstacles in their 
path to success, rather than as opportunities to grow.

Although leaders can’t always predict or sway external 
influences, they can prepare for likely outcomes. 
Leaders who want to avoid a reactive approach should 
concentrate on their business’s core goals, and not 
allow relatively small challenges to derail their focus.
Instead, a few team members should be tasked to 
oversee unexpected situations, such as negative 
customer feedback. Then the majority of your resources 
can be dedicated to achieving long-term objectives.

3. Strategically Focused Leaders: Strategically focused 
leaders plan and execute practical strategies for their 
teams. These leaders are rarely distracted, or influenced 
by other factors, internal or external. Rather, they’re 
driven by the desire to develop a clear brand identity 
and profitable products and services.

Strategic thinkers lead juggernaut teams that extremely 
difficult to compete against. These leaders aren’t overly 
concerned with negative customer feedback or new 
products released by their competitors. Instead, they 
absorb customer criticisms and competitor innovations 
into their core strategies.

The best way to maintain a balance between strategic 
goals, external risk and internal pressure is by maintaining 
a flexible plan. Be open to making adjustments when 
needed. Once you’ve developed a core strategy, share 
it with your team members, and keep them motivated 
while you execute your plan. Use your team’s strengths 
to build momentum and fulfill your strategic goals.
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Latin American Association
of Insurance Agencies 

of Broward County

A G E N T S  H E L P I N G  A G E N T S

Mission Statement:
The Latin American Association of Insurance 
Agencies is an association of insurance 
professionals whose purpose is to protect 
the rights of its member for the benefit of the 
consumer through education, information, 
networking and active participation in the 
political environment and community service.

Fund-raising Events:
Bowl-A-Thon

Golf Tournament
and other events

LAAIA of Broward County
PO Box 17093

Plantation, FL 33318

WWW.BLAAIA.COM

W W W . B L A A I A . C O M

BLAAIA raised over 
$30,000 last year for 

Lifenet4families


